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ABSTRACT
Damarwa, Alexius H. (2013) Ray Johnson’s Motivation to Commit the Adultery in
Swift’s Last Orders. Yogyakarta: English Language Education Study Program,
Sanata Dharma University.
This study analyzes a novel written by Graham Swift, entitled Last Orders.
Last Orders is a story of a group of friends setting on a journey to dispose the ashes
of a person named Jack Dodds. The group consists of Ray Johnson, Lenny Tate, Vic
Tucker and Vince Dodds. Ray, Lenny and Vic are close friends to Jack while Vince
is Jack’s adopted son. The story takes place in England after the second world war
has ended. During the journey they recall their past life, their relation with each other
and also their interaction with Jack. In one of the flashback Ray Johnson recalls how
he commits adultery with Jack’s wife Amy. This study’s main purpose is to find out
what motivates Ray Johnson to commit the adultery.
This study will answer two main questions. The first question is about how
Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds characters are described. The second question is what
motivates Ray Johnson in committing the adultery with Amy Dodds.
This study uses library research in order to collect the data required to answer
the formulated questions. The psychological approach is applied in this study to find
out what motivates Ray Johnson to commit the adultery. The main data source is a
novel entitled Last Orders. The secondary sources of data are some psychological
and literature books. There are several theories that this study applies. They are
theory of character, theory of characterization, theory of motivation, theory of
character development, and Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.
Based on the analysis, Ray Johnson is characterized as smart, kind, loyal,
caring and patient. These characterizations are concluded from how Ray describes
himself and from how other characters describe him. On the other hand, Amy Dodds
is characterized as a kind and caring mother. Amy’s characterization are concluded
from her actions.
There are three motivations that make Ray commit the adultery. They are the
need to love, the need to be loved and self-esteem. Based on Petri’s theory of
motivation, the need to be loved and self-esteem can be categorized as push motives,
while the need to love can be categorized as pull motive.
Keywords: adultery, motivation, needs, character, love, self-esteem
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ABSTRAK
Damarwa, Alexius H. (2013) Ray Johnson’s Motivation to Commit the Adultery in
Swift’s Last Orders. Yogyakarta: Program Studi Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Jurusan
Pendidikan bahasa dan Seni, Fakultas Keguruan dan Ilmu Pendidikan, Universitas
Sanata Dharma.
Skripsi ini menganalisa sebuah novel berjudul Last Orders. Novel ini ditulis
oleh Graham Swift. Last Orders bercerita tentang sekelompok sahabat yang pergi
dalam sebuah perjalanan untuk membuang abu jenazah salah satu sahabat baik
mereka yaitu Jack Dodds. Kelompok tersebut teridiri dari empat orang, yaitu Ray
Johnson, Lenny Tate, Vic Tucker dan Vince Dodds. Ray, Lenny dan Vic adalah
sahabat baik Jack sementara Vince adalah anak angkat Jack. Cerita dalam novel ini
terjadi di Inggris setelah perang dunia kedua. Dalam perjalanan untuk membuang
abu jenazah Jack, keempat orang tersebut teringat kembali akan masa lalu mereka,
hubungan mereka satu sama lain dan hubungan mereka dengan Jack. Diceritakan
dalam salah satu memori tersebut ketika Ray berselingkuh dengan istri Jack yang
bernama Amy. Tujuan utama dari skripsi ini adalah untuk mengetahui apakah yang
memotivasi Ray Johnson untuk berselingkuh dengan Amy Dodds.
Skripsi ini akan menjawab dua pertanyaan. Pertanyaan pertama adalah
bagaimanakah gambaran character Ray dan Amy. Pertanyaan yang kedua adalah
apakah yang memotivasi Ray untuk berselingkuh dengan Amy.
Skripsi ini menggunakan metode studi pustaka untuk mengumpulkan datadata yang akan digunakan untuk menjawab pertanyan-pertanyaan yang telah
diformulasikan. Skripsi ini menggaplikasikan pendekatan psikologi untuk
menemukan apa yang memotivasi Ray Johnson untuk berselingkuh dengan Amy.
Sumber data utama yang digunakan skripsi ini adalah novel berjudul Last Orders.
Sementara sumber data yang lain adalah buku-buku psikologi dan literature. Skripsi
ini menggunakan teori karakter, teori karakterisasi, teori motivasi, teori
perkembangan karakter dan hirarki kebutuhan yang dirumuskan oleh Maslow.
Berdasarkan analisa, Ray Johnson digambarkan sebagai seorang yang cerdas,
baik hati, hormat kepada orang tua, dan sabar. Sementara Amy Dodds digambarkan
sebagai seorang wanita yang baik dan penuh kasih sayang.
Ada tiga hal yang memotivasi Ray untuk berselingkuh. Yang pertama adalah
kebutuhan untuk mencintai, kebutuhan untuk dicintai, dan kebutuhan atas pengakuan
terhadap dirinya. Berdasarkan teori motivasi yang dirumuskan oleh Petri, kebutuhan
untuk dicintai dan pengakuan atas dirinya dapat dikategorikan sebagai push motive,
sementara kebutuhan untuk mencintai dapat dikategorikan sebagai pull motive.
Kata kunci: adultery, motivation, needs, character, love, self-esteem
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter is divided into five sections. They are background of the
study, problem formulation, objectives of the study, benefits of the study,
definition of terms. The background of the study will focus on the reason for
choosing Last Order. The problem formulation informs about the problem to
discuss through this study. Objectives of the study informs about the purpose of
the study. Benefits of the study informs about what advantages the reader can get
by reading this study. The definition of terms explains about important terms used
in the study.
A. Background of the Study
Literary works have become part of human society for a long time.
Literary works are valued as work of art. Literary works can be categorized into
three genres. They are novel, poem, and drama. As a literary work, novel provides
amusement and refreshment. Through novel one can gain information,
knowledge, and value of life sometimes. Reader can get amusement and
refreshment from the story, but behind the story there is information which might
be crucial for the reader or simply for knowledge improvement. Novel sometimes
criticizes certain phenomena in society. Novel expresses the author’s point of
views for those phenomena that may occur in certain society. There are also
novels which contain historical facts. There are many other information that can

1
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be learned from a novel such as geographical information and psychological
information.
Character is an important aspect of a novel. Characters possess certain
moral, intellectual, and emotional qualities. Those qualities are gained from what
they say in the dialogue and what they do in the novel. There are grounds for
every temper, desire and morale nature displayed by the character in their speech
and action. It is called motivation (Abrams, 1985, p. 32).
The word motivation is derived from Latin word “movere” which means
“to move”. Motivation, in real life, is a fundamental component in a process of
decision making. McClelland (1985) in his Achievement-Motivation theory states
that human’s every action is based on a desire to do better and to achieve unique
accomplishment with a standard of excellence (p. 51). Petri (1979) defines
motivation as the concept that is used to describe “the forces acting on or within
an organism to initiate or direct behavior” (p. 4). Petri also states that motives can
be generally classified, into “pushes” and “pulls” (“Motivation”). Push motives
are internal changes that cause specific behaviour, while pull motives represent
the external goals that influence one's behaviour. Motivation has also been utilized
in many practical ways like in education and employment.
According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, there are basic needs which
need to be fulfilled. An unfulfilled-needs will motivate human to perform an
action or behaviour to chase fulfilment of the needs (Poston, 2009, p.347). Love
and belongingness are the examples of those needs. Human possesses a need to be
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accepted by either a large group, which usually refers to society, or small group
which usually refers to family. Such need for acceptance often motivates human
to socialize and to make friends. Human also needs to love others and to be loved
by others either sexually or non-sexually. The most explicit example of how
human strives to fulfil this need is marriage. Aside from the biblical view point,
marriage clearly represents an action to fulfil the need to love and the need to be
loved. There are special cases which often occur in traditional society like
arranged marriage.
The issue of arranged marriage rarely occurs in modern society where
gender equality is being promoted. Arranged marriage in modern society is
subject to marital instability, which in worst scenario will force the spouse to
commit adultery. Arranged marriage is only one of many factors that lead to
marital instability. In the novel Last Orders written by Graham Swift, marital
instability might arise as the consequence of disagreement between husband and
wife. Ray Johnson, after his wife leaves him for another man, represents the
unfulfilled need to love and to be loved. On the other hand, Amy Dodds, who has
disagreement with her husband about their mentally disabled daughter, reflects the
same unfulfilled needs. As the story goes, the unfulfilled needs from both sides
pull them closer as they are longing for the same needs.
Last Orders is one of Swift’s masterpieces as it won the 1996 Booker
Prize award and adapted into a movie five years later. The moral value in Last
Orders gives a vivid display about the importance of keeping a marriage in a
stable state and the severe consequence if it is neglected. Last Orders is a portrait
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of how human always strives to fulfil their unfulfilled needs so badly he doesn’t
care if it requires and motivates him to commit such sin like adultery.
B. Problem Formulation
There are two problems formulations that this study will answer. They are
as follows:
1. How are Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds characterized?
2. What motivates Ray Johnson to commit the adultery?
C. Objectives of the Study
Based on the formulated problems above, this study has two objectives.
The first objective is to describe how Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds are
characterized. The second objective is to find what motivates Ray Johnson to
commit adultery.
D. Benefits of the Study
This study will be beneficial for two groups of reader. The first group is
general readers. This study will give better understanding about Last Orders
especially about what motivates Ray Johnson to commit adultery with Amy
Dodds. This study will also be beneficial in a more practical way. This study will
give a better comprehension about relationship especially with the opposite sex.
Hopefully by reading this study, readers will value a relationship more than just
physical relation. And for married readers, hopefully this study will help them to
respect their spouse more.
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The second group is the students of Program Studi Pendidikan Bahasa
Inggris (English Language Education Program) of Sanata Dharma University.
This study also provides a suggestion for a further possible research.
E. Definition of Terms
There are three terms that need to be clarified before going further into the
study. Those terms are ‘adultery’, ‘character’, and ‘motivation’.
1. Motivation
Petri (1979) proposes the definition of motivation in his study. He defines
motivation as “the forces acting on or within an organism to initiate or direct
behaviour” (p. 4). It is differentiated into internal push that refers to the
motivation which arise from the internal change and external pulls that refers to
the external goals. The result of the combination of these two forces is called
behaviour.
2. Adultery
Black (1968), in his dictionary of law, defines adultery as a voluntarily
sexual intercourse with a person other than the offender’s husband or wife.
Adultery has been considered as a serious offense by many cultures for a long
time. Some countries even consider adultery as a crime. Adultery always has
consequence whether it is legal or illegal. In most cases adultery constitutes a
ground for divorce.
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Aside from its legal view point, although it may have different definitions
and conditions, adultery is considered as a sin by many religions including
Christian and Islam. Unlike the jurisdiction consequence, the bible decrees both
the adulterer and the adulteress a serious penalty which is death sentence (AbdelAzeem, 1995, p.35).
The biblical definition limits the case of adultery to a certain condition. It
is not a crime when a married man has a sexual intercourse with an unmarried
woman, in that case the man was not considered as adulterer and the woman was
not adulteress. On the contrary, it would be considered as a crime of adultery if a
man whether married or not, has a sexual intercourse with a married woman
(Abdel-Azeem, 1995, p.37).
3. Character
According to Abrams (1999), characters are “the persons represented in a
dramatic or narrative work, who are interpreted by the reader as being endowed
with particular moral, intellectual, and emotional qualities by inferences from
what the persons say and their distinctive ways of saying it –the dialogue– and
from what they do –the action” (p. 32). A character may retain his/her
characteristics throughout a story or develop them gradually or radically due to
the events occurred throughout the story. Either way, there should be plausibility
that the readers must perceive regarding to the character’s being unchanged or
changed.
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Henkle (1977) categorizes character in accordance to their importance into
major and minor character. Major character is the centre and important character
of a story. He plays important roles in the story. Minor character appears only in
certain settings, providing background for the major character, his/her role is less
important than the role of a major character (p. 94).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Chapter two is divided into two parts. They are review of related theories,
and theoretical framework. The first part will contain the storyline of the novel
and which part of the novel that will be discussed intensively. The second part
will state the theories which will be used to analyze the problem stated in the
subject matter. The third part will describe about how those theories stated in the
second part will be used as a means to answer the question stated in the problem
formulation.
A. Review of Related Theories
This study is concerned with the research on Graham Swift’s Last Orders.
In some literary instrinsic researches it can be seen that those reasearches will
focus on the literary instrinsic elements such as, character, symbol, plots, setting
as a means to reveal and to analyze the topic concerned. However this research
does not only employ some literary instrinsic elements in order to reveal and to
analyze the topic stated in problem formulation, but it also employs psychology
aspects in order to reveal the character of Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds in
Graham Swift’s Last Orders.
This research is concerned with literary instrinsic and also psychology as a
means to explore the intrinsic elements of the novel, specifically on the elements
of characters in Graham Swift’s Last Orders. This research will focus on the
analysis of the character of Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds and what motivate them

8
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to commit the adultery. This research will employ two theories. They are theory
of character, theory of characterization, theory of critical approach, theory of
motivation and hierarchy of needs.
1. Character
According to Abrams (1999), characters are “the persons represented in a
dramatic or narrative work, who are interpreted by the reader as being endowed
with particular moral, intellectual, and emotional qualities by inferences from
what the persons say and their distinctive ways of saying it –the dialogue– and
from what they do –the action” (p. 32). A character may retain his/her
characteristics throughout a story or develop them gradually or radically due to
the events occurred throughout the story. Either way, there should be plausibility
that the readers must perceive regarding to the character’s being unchanged or
changed. Character is one of the essential elements in the novel. Through
character the writer makes the story go. There are two groups of character based
on their importance, major and minor character (Henkle, 1977, p. 90). Major
characters are involved and observed most often in the story, in other words major
character are more exposed to the reader. The major characters are the means to
show the issues and problem contained by the novel. It makes the problems and
the issues in the novel understandable to the readers. Meanwhile, the minor
characters are essential characters which help the story to flow on. As the opposite
of major characters, minor characters are not exposed to the reader as much as the
major characters did.
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2. Characterization
Characters in works of literature are animated through characterization.
Characterization is how the author displayed either the physical appearance or the
characteristics of a character to the readers, or, how the author makes the
character known to the readers. Murphy (1972), in Understanding Unseen,
proposes nine methods of characterization (p. 161). They are:
a. Personal description
An author may describe the character’s visual appearance, such as height,
weight, physical complexion, age, facial construction, etc., The importance of the
visual appearance is to give a visual display of a character in the reader’s mind
and imagination.
b. Character as seen by others
An author may provide information about a character through other
character’s opinion and description about the particular character. As these
information obtained reader will be able to determine the characteristics of this
particular character.
c. Speech
The author may provide the information about a character such as
temperament, intelligent, manner, etc, through the character’s dialog or monolog.
From a character’s dialog or monolog, reader will be able to infer the
characteristics of a particular character.
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d. Past life
A character’s past life may hold important information about the
characteristics of this particular character. The author usually provides this
information through explanations on a character’s experience in that past. The
author could also simply inform the readers of a certain event in the characters’
past life and let the readers to infer the connections.
e. Conversation of others
An author may describe a character through conversations between other
characters. A character may have a conversation with other character about a
particular character and from the conversation reader will gain information about
the characteristics of this particular character.
f. Reaction
The author may display the character’s response to particular events and
condition that the character experienced. These responses to particular events and
condition might be useful for the reader as to obtain information about the
characteristic of the character involved.
g. Direct comment
An author may simply give a direct comment on a character’s
characteristics directly. This was the easiest way for the reader to gain information
about the characteristic of a particular character in the story without guessing or
inferring from certain behaviour.
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h. Thoughts
An author may give the readers direct knowledge of what is in a
character’s mind. It makes the readers easily understand the mental process of the
character.
i. Mannerism
An author may also depict a character through habit and mannerism. By
understanding a character’s habit and mannerism, readers will be able to find
more information about the qualities the character possessed.
3. Critical Approaches
According to Rohrberger and Woods, Jr. (1971), there are five approaches
that are usually applied to interpret a work of literature. Those approaches are the
formalist approach, the biographical approach, the sociocultural-historical
approach, the mythopoeic approach, and the psychological approach (p. 6).
The formalist approach sees literary work as a world of its own, meaning
that every answer to the questions related to the literary work can be found within
itself. Biographical approach sees work of literature as the author’s reflection of
life, which means that the biography of the author will provide important
information in understanding the literary work. Sociocultural-historical approach
believes that it takes the social, cultural, and historical events during which the
literary work is produced into account, while the mythopoeic approach gives more
weight to the prevailing beliefs reflected in myths and folk-rites. The
psychological approach explores a work of literature using psychological theories
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to explain man’s capacity for creation and the complexity of his thoughts,
motivation and behaviours.
This study applied the psychological approach as the basis in analyzing the
motivation underlying the character’s behaviour. By employing the set of
concepts and intellectual assumptions derived from psychological theories, the
reasons underlying that certain behaviour of the characters in the novel can be
explored.
4. Motivation
The word motivation is derived from the Latin term motivus (a moving
cause), and thus Petri (1979) defines it as “the concept used to describe the forces
acting on or within an organism to initiate or direct behaviour” (p. 4). In
Britannica Encyclopædia, Petri (2010) also states that motives can be generally
classified, among any other classifications, into “pushes” and “pulls”
(“Motivation”). Push motives are internal changes that cause specific behaviour,
while pull motives represent the external goals that influence one’s behaviour.
According to Petri (2010) motives can be categorized in to push and pull.
Push motives are connected to internal forces such as the need for affection,
security, or maybe the need to love. These forces motivate people to pursue those
needs. These forces make people do action in order to fulfil those needs. Push
motives determine what action that people need to do in order to fulfil and satisfy
the needs. The example of push motives is when one always keeps a gun in his
pocket in order to fulfil his or her safety needs.
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Pull motives are connected to external forces that direct one individual to
do an action. The example of pull motives are money, landscape, or car. These
objects force an individual to do an action. A person will go on a vacation to a
certain place because the landscape is beautiful there. A person will work hard to
earn money because he wants to buy a car. Those are the example of how pull
motives move an individual to do an action.
5. Hierarchy of Needs
Maslow as quoted in Poston (2009) states that there are levels of needs that
must be fulfilled before it moves to a higher levels (p. 347). These are the
Hierarchy of Needs:
a. Physiological needs
The first level of the hierarchy consists of the physiological needs such as
water, air, and food. Man need to preserve the fulfilment of physiological needs in
order for the body to maintain a steady internal state. The physiological needs are
literally the requirement for human body to function properly.
b. Safety needs
Just like physiological needs, safety needs require maintenance throughout
life. Safety needs maybe different for each individual depending on where one
live. The need to feel secure within a family may manifest as the need for a safe
family environment with warmth and love (Poston, 2009, P.350). Therefore when
a family is dysfunctional, the security need is not fulfilled.
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c. Love or Belongingness Needs
These needs involve hunger for affectionate relationship with others, a
need to become a part of a group. The love needs are not equivalent to sexual
needs. A sense of belonging can be felt when an individual becomes more focused
on the desire to build relationships with others. This includes the desire for a
romantic partner, to have close friends, and maybe to get married and have
children (Poston, 2009, p.350).
d. Esteem Needs
Maslow proposes two levels of self-esteem in his hierarchy. Those are
lower level and the other is a higher level. The lower self-esteem is closely related
to one’s ego. At this level of self-esteem the individual still remains focused on
acceptance by others. The lower self-esteem is met when an individual has
established a level of status, recognition, fame, reputation and appreciation
(Poston, 2009, p.351). They may also require some reinforcement and validation
in order for this lower self-esteem to be maintained. The higher form of selfesteem that Maslow addresses is that of self-respect. This form of self-esteem
requires less maintenance since through accomplishment, it becomes a permanent
part of who the individual is. The idea of confidence in some abilities, the mastery
of some skills, or the competence established from what the individual does,
supports this higher level of self-esteem.
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e. Self Actualization
Self actualization is achieved when a person able to come to terms about
whom he or she is, and ultimately satisfied with those terms. There is a spiritual
aspect related to self-actualization as when a person looks his or her life as to who
he or she is in the universe. A person in this level focuses on what matters most in
defining who he or she is. The need for self actualization may reflect from one’s
behaviour in refining one’s self.
6. Character Development
Hurlock (1974) states character implies a moral standard and involves
judgment of values. Further, she explains when character is used in connection to
personality, character relates to behaviour that is regulated by personal effort and
will. Theory of Character Development itself consists of two parts. The first part
is the characteristic of change in character, and the second part is the condition
that responsible to the character development. The first part explains about the
pattern of the development or change. The second part explains the condition that
allows the development to occur, not only the condition of the person who
develops but also the condition of the surrounding environment and also the
condition of people who live around the person. This study will apply only the
second part of the theory in order to analyze the characters.
a. Conditions Responsible for Personality Change
Character development is a process occurs as the result of the condition
around a person, which allows a person to change his or her character to be better
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or worse. Hurlock states that character development is the result of multiple
revisions in the thoughts and feeling related to the person’s self-concept (124).
She also mentions that there are some conditions that enable the development of a
character, those conditions are explained bellow:
1)

Physical change
Physical change is an aspect which fosters self concept in one’s mind. A

positive physical change will help a person to build good self concept and vice
versa. Hurlock (1974), states that when the physical change enables him to
approximate his concept of his ideal self, the effect on his real self-concept will be
favorable.
2) Changes in environment
Environment can give good and bad influence to a person. Physical or
social change in environment may cause changes in a person’s self-concept and
personality. Hurlock (1974), states that whether a changed environment will lead
to an improvement of the personality pattern will depend largely on whether the
personality moves toward the equilibrium with its environment (125). Therefore,
environmental change will affect the person’s character. The change in a person
character is an effort to reach the equilibrium with the environment.
3) Changes in Significant People
There are significant people in a person’s life, these people may influence
a person’s point of view, attitude, way of thinking, etc. Hurlock (126) says that
“when the significant people in individual’s life change, and when he tries to
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adapt his pattern of behavior and his attitudes, beliefs, values, and aspiration to
theirs, changes in his personality pattern are inevitable.” The relation between a
person and these significant people may reach a phase when changes experienced
by these significant people will also affect a person.
4)

Changes in Social Pressure
People live in a community where social pressure affects one’s character.

One will try to change a character that disliked by the community. Hurlock states
that there are personalities admired and disliked by other people in a community.
A person who has strong desire to be accepted by others will try to change the
personalities disliked by other people (126). Therefore, the changes are effort that
a person makes in order to be accepted by other people or community.
5)

Changes in Role
Each person has role in life. A person’s role may experience changes

caused by some factors. Hurlock (127) states that age, economic conditions, and
affiliation with new group are dominant factors in changes in role. She explains
further that if role changes result in a more favourable status, there will be a
change for better in the person self’s self-concept (127). There are some
conditions where changes will damage the personality pattern. The first condition
is prevented from making changes while one feels capable of doing so but his
peers are permitted to do so (127). The next condition is when a person is forced
to play a role he does not want to play (127). The last condition is when a person
is not prepared to change (127).
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6) Strong Motivation
Motivation plays an important role in character development. A person
will try to change the character that makes him different with other people in
community because this person has a strong motivation to be achieved as part of
the community. Hurlock (127) says that “ordinary people are most strongly
motivated to change those traits which they believe will improve their social
relationship and even earn them greater social acceptance.”
7) Changes in Self Concept
Hurlock states that self concept is the core of personality pattern (128). It
determines the kind of adjustment that a person makes. A change in the self
concept will cause a change in the whole personality pattern (128). Therefore,
changes in self-concept will affect a person’s character and his whole life. There
are three factors that prevent a person from changing his self concept. The first is
intellectual factor. When a person accustomed to a certain way of thinking, he will
tend to think in that certain way (Hurlock, 128). The second is emotional factor.
Some people think that changing their way of thinking is the same as admitting
that they are wrong. Hurlock states that if a person used to think of himself as
superior, he will not admit either to himself or to other people that he is just an
ordinary people (128). The last is environmental factor. There are cases where the
real self image and the image desired by a person are in contrast, which is the
effect of situation and pressure around the person. Hurlock (128) states that a
person will not consider himself useful for the society if racial, religious, sex or
age prejudice against him leads to social discrimination.
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8) Use of Psychotherapy
Hurlock states that the use of psychotherapy is based on the assumption
that a person who is poorly adjusted can make a better adjustment if he is being
helped to develop a more favorable self-concept (129). Some people, in certain
condition, need help from other to change his self concept. Psychotherapy helps a
person to understand his self concept.
B. Theoretical Framework
All of those theories above are selected as a means to solve the problem
formulations in the previous chapter. The theory of character and theory of
characterization will be used as a mean to find the description of Ray Johnson and
Amy Dodds. The theory of motivation, theory of character development and
Maslow’s Hierarchy of need will be used to find what motivate Ray Johnson to
commit the adultery with Amy Dodds.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Chapter three is divided into three parts. They are object of the study,
approach, and procedures. The first part will contain the storyline of the novel.
The second part will describe about the theoretical approach which will be used to
analyze the problem stated in the subject matter. The third part will describe about
the steps taken to analyze the novel.
A. Object of the Study
The literary work that will be the object of this study is Last Orders, a
novel written by a British author, Graham Swift. The novel is 304 pages long and
divided into 32 chapters. Half of the chapters are narrated by Ray Johnson from
his point of view.
Last Orders was first published in 26th January 1996. This was Swift’s
sixth novel. In the same year it was published Swift receives the Booker Prize
reward for his sixth novel. Five years later, Last Orders was adapted into a movie
with the same title and was directed by Australian director and writer Fred
Scheipsi. The version used for this study was published in 1996 by Picador.
The novel tells a story about the strange last wish from an east London
butcher named Jack Dodds. Before he dies Jack writes a letter wishing for his
body to be cremated and for the ashes to be scattered at the end of Margate.
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The story begins with a group of friends mourning their friend’s death at a
pub. There is only Ray Johnson and Lenny Tate at first. Ray is divorced and a
successful gambler, who has been called as "lucky" by Jack. Lenny is the owner
of a grocery shop nearby. Then Victor Tucker, the undertaker, shows up bringing
Jack's ashes which he put in a box. The last one to come is Jack's son Vince, he
arrives in a Mercedes. The guys pile in and head out for Margate.
On the way to Margate, they memorize their interaction with Jack and
with each other. Ray fights alongside Jack during the Second World War. Ray
even saves Jack’s life a couple of times. Ray has a wife named Carol who left him
for another man. He also has a daughter who also left him. Vince is not Jack’s
flesh and blood. he is adopted after his parents were killed by a bomb during the
London blitz. Vince has a relationship with Lenny’s daughter and he impregnates
her. Vic is the undertaker whose shop was near Jack’s meat shop.
Ray’s marriage with Carol does not go well since Ray’s heart is not for
Carol in the first place. It is for Carol’s older sister Daisy. Unlike Ray, Carol
never wants a daughter, but they have one anyway. Her name is Susie. At the age
of 18 Susie leaves her parents to go to Australia with her boyfriend Andy. Carol
also leaves him for another man.
Ray has an affair with Jack’s wife, Amy. It begins from his sympathy for
Amy and her daughter. Jack and Amy have a mentally disabled daughter, named
June. Jack has never acknowledged June’s existence and that is the thing that
makes Amy emotionally detached from her husband. Unlike Jack, Amy visits
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June twice a week. Ray knows that Jack refuses to visit his daughter, June, in the
institution. Ray often gives Amy a ride in his camper van. This soon turns into a
short lasting affair that no one else knows of except Vic. Vic has just happened to
be at the institution to pick up a body. He sees Ray with Amy and assumes
correctly what is going on. He stuck with his instincts as an undertaker, which
means he keeps quiet about the affair.
B. Approach of the Study
In order to find out what motivates Ray and Amy to commit the adultery,
this research will use the psychological approach. According to Rohrberger and
Woods (1971), this approach uses “theories of psychology to explain man’s
capacity for creation and the complexity of his thought, motivation and
behaviour” (p. 13). By applying theories of psychology, the study intends to find
what motivate Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds to commit the adultery.
C. Method of the Study
The method used for this study is library research. This research was
conducted by reading books, articles and journals to collect data and information.
The data and information are collected then used as a support to answer the
formulated problems.
There are several steps in conducting this research. The first one was
reading the novel as the main information source. The second step was finding
information and theories from books, articles and journals about motivation.
Further, the information and theories would be used as a support and tools to
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answer the formulated problems. The third step was applying the theories and
references to analyze the characterization of Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds and
what motivates Ray and Amy to commit the adultery.
The fourth step was drawing conclusion. The conclusion would be
generated after the third step. The conclusion contained the answer to the
formulated problems. The fourth step would provide suggestion for further study
related to this novel.
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ANALYSIS
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part is the analysis of the
characteristics of Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds as described by Swift in his novel
and what personality change that Ray and Amy experienced throughout the novel.
The second part is the analysis of Ray Johnson’s motivation in committing the
adultery with Amy Dodds.
A. The Description of Ray Johnson and Amy Dodds
Character is an important aspect of a novel. Characters possess certain
moral, intellectual, and emotional qualities. Those qualities can be concluded
from what they say in the dialogue and what they do in the novel. There are
grounds for every temper, desire and morale nature displayed by the character in
their speech and action, it is called motivation (Abrams, 1999, p32). Characters
are generally distinguished into either a major or minor character; major
characters are influenced and shaped by events in the story, while minor
characters are created to support the major character’s development.
Murphy’s nine methods of characterization are used to describe the
characters. The methods are as follows: personal description, character as seen by
other, speech, past life, conversation of others, reactions, direct comment,
thoughts, and mannerism (Murphy, 1972, p. 161-173).
1. The Description of Ray Johnson
Ray Johnson is the main character of the novel. Almost half of the entire
chapter is narrated by him and from his point of view. Physically Ray Johnson is
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considered small. As shown in the passage below, according to his father Frank
Johnson, physically Ray is not built for scrap metal job which require more
physical strength rather than brain. Frank Johnson is described as a tall man with
a body typically built for physical work, while Ray Johnson is quite the opposite.
Ray is shorter than his father and physically smaller than him.
“...But he said I wasn’t cut out for scrap. He said I should get myself a job
behind a desk, with my brains, and I never knew if it was on account of
my build or my brains or on account of a desk job being a higher calling
anyway, to his mind. He wasn’t so beefy himself, just tall, with a body that
hung all loose and dangly from his shoulder like a coat from a coat hanger,
as if he could’ve done with being an inch or two nearer the ground.” (p.
37)
Ray is clearly the opposite of his father in physical size. Ray’s inferiority
in physical size might be the reason for his father to think that Ray must get a job
behind the desk which requires more intelligence rather than doing menial labour
which require more physical strength. Before joining the army, Ray works in an
insurance house as how his father suggest. After the war Ray’s father passed
away. He died because of a heart attack. After the war ended, Ray returns to an
office in Blackfriar and works there as an insurance clerk. Ray’s father is not the
muscleman type. Ray describes his father as a tall man without a lot of muscles in
it. This physical difference can be seen in the passage above as Ray describes how
his father’s look compared to him.
a. Smart
Ray is known as a successful gambler in horse race among his friends. Ray
himself prefers to call it as “careful clerking” instead of “luck”. According to Ray,
in spite of his nick name being “Lucky”, betting is ninety-per-cent careful
clerking and summing, and the rest ten percent is Luck. When his friends get
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financial problems, Ray helps them by picking them a horse in a race and Ray’s
pick usually will win the race. That is his way of helping his friend, he picks them
a winning horse instead of gave them some amount of money. As shown in the
passage below how Ray describes the secret behind his success in picking the
winning horse for Jack Dodds.
“...doing the calculations in my head that come natural after a while, the
eliminations, the percentages, the fields to go for and the fields to stay
clear of. People think I’m Lucky Johnson and it’s all done by sixth sense,
and sometimes it is, sometimes a flutter’s a flutter. But the reason why I
quids-in, just about, with the nags, and Jack Dodds and Lenny Tate won’t
ever be, is because everyone wants to believe in hunch bets, and it may
look like luck but it’s ninety-per-cent careful clerking, it’s ninety-per-cent
doing your sums. I ain’t worked in that insurance office for nothing.
People think it’s horses from heaven, answering your prayers, but it’s
learning how to beat the bookie, and if you want to beat the book keeper,
keep a book.” (P. 231)
According to the passage above, sometimes he bets based on what he calls
sixth sense or luck, but it is a rare occurrence that he bets on a horse based on
what he calls sixth sense or luck. Most of the time he bets on a horse based on a
careful calculation. Ray has been working in the insurance office for a long time.
He gets the clerking skill from his working experience in the insurance office.
In spite of his small physical size, Ray always seems to hide something up
his sleeve. It is his aptitude that he hides. Ray is smart and always calculating
things. Ray’s aptitude is what he hides behind his small physical size.
“It always seemed to me that when you saw Jack and Ray together, Ray
was like this little midget Jack’d pulled out from under his coat, This little
mascot. Meet my friend Lucky. But you have to watch Raysy. Just when
you think he aint got no advantage he pops up and surprises you, he pops
out and does something canny. It’s like he hides behind being small.” (p.
138)
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The passage above shows how Lenny Tate describes Ray. According to his
friend Lenny Tate, the owner of the grocery shop, Ray always does something
canny when everyone thinks that he gets no advantage at all.
b. Kind
Although Ray refuses to believe that his ability to wager on the right horse
is pure luck, his friend Jack Dodds says that it is luck anyway. Jack gives Ray a
nickname back when they were still in the army. Jack believes that a small soldier
like Ray is lucky because a small soldier is less targeted and small soldier has less
weight to carry. That is the reason why Jack calls Ray as ‘Lucky’. At first it is not
because of his ability to pick a winning horse.
Ray’s luck or ability to wager on the right horse often helps his friends in
time of need. At least 3 times he helps his friend who has a financial problem. The
first one is when Lenny, the owner of the grocery shop, needs a large amount of
money for his daughter’s abortion. Below is the passage when Lenny asks Ray to
pick the right horse for him since he needs money to pay the doctor.
“I reckon that’s when it really happened, that’s when we really parted
company. Though it wasn’t till later, till she teamed up with that Tyson
toe-rag, then started taking on all-comers, that I washed my hands
altogether, did a Vic. Daughters, eh Raysy? It was me who found the doc
to do the job. O’Brien. And it was me who found the money to pay him. I
need a winner Raysy, I need some readies double quick. So Raysy was a
party.” (p. 204)
The second one is when Ray picks a horse for Vince, a boy adopted by
Jack and Amy after his parents killed by a bomb during the war. Just like Jack and
Ray, Vince also fights in the army later on after Jack and Ray finished their duty
in the army. It is against Jack’s will that Vince joins the army. Jack always hopes
that Vince will continue the family business. Jack’s wish is for Vince to become
the owner of the meat shop when Jack retires. Jack wants Vince to replace him but
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Vince does not want to be a butcher. That is the reason why he prefers to join the
army instead of helping Jack with the meat shop. Vince’s interest lays somewhere
else. Vince is very interested in car. He wants to start his own car business instead
of following Jack to become a butcher. He wants to have his own car shop. After
the war, Vince decides that his first step is to buy a used car and build his own
garage. His plan is to buy a cheap used car, repair it and then sell it for a higher
price. Therefore Vince needs money to buy his first used car after he gets back to
England. Ray even lets Vince use his scrap yard for his business.
“...And maybe I’d never’ve let Vince use the yard, maybe I’d never’ve
picked him a horse to buy his first used car with, Shady Lady, Sandown,
six to one, if Amy hadn’t said, ‘Vincey’s coming home, he’ll be home in a
month or two. I think we better stop this” (p. 245)
The last one is when he picks a horse for Jack. That time Jack gets a heart
attack. Jack is Ray’s best friend. They know each other since they fight in the
army long time ago. Jack needs money to pay his debt. Before Jack gets a heart
attack he owes a large sum of money. Jack also needs money for his wife Amy.
Jack is setting a loan to save the meat shop from bankruptcy before he gets a heart
attack and now the loan is come to due. Jack is hoping that Ray could pick him a
winning horse so that after he dies, there will be no debt collector looking for
Amy.
“...He says ‘I need a winner, Raysy. I need a winner like I’ve never
needed.’ He lifts his right arm slowly of the bed-cover. What with the
tubes going in it, it looks like he’s not lifting it but it’s being lifted, like the
arm of a puppet. ‘And I’ve got the ante this time.’” (p. 223)
Ray does not use his ability to wager on the right horse for his own good.
He helps his friend when they need him. His name is probably a symbol of hope
for his friend, little ray of hope.
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c. Loyal
Ray’s father is very proud of his son. He always wants Ray to have a job
behind the desk instead of following his step with the scrap metal business. Frank
Johnson probably thinks that a job behind a desk is a higher calling compared to
his scrap metal business. Frank may also think that Ray’s physical size is not
suitable for scrap metal job, so he does not want Ray to continue his job. Ray
himself respects his father for doing so. Before joining the army he works as a
clerk in an insurance house. During the war, Ray’s father dies, not because of
bomb but heart attack. After the war Ray goes back to London and works in an
insurance house in Blackfriar.
“...After camping out in the desert with Jack Dodds I went back to an
office in Blackfriars. I had the yard and the two-up-two-down, no war
damage. I was drawing rent on the one, from Charlie Dixon, to keep up the
payments on the other. A man of property you might say, but I went to
work every day as a clerk. It was partly that I knew then that it didn’t
make no difference, what a man does and how he lives in his head are two
different things. But it was partly the memory of him, as if he was
watching.” (p. 38)
Ray has his reason to keep working as an insurance clerk. It is because he
respects his father wish. Ray’s father always wants him to have a job behind the
desk. Although his father, the one who suggests him to have a job behind the
desk, already passes away he still continues his job as an insurance clerk.
According to the passage above Ray still feels that his father is still watching, so
he respects him and keeps working as an insurance clerk. Ray still respects his
father even after his father dies. That is how he respects him.
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d. Caring
Ray’s love can be seen clearly, especially his love for his daughter Susie.
At the age of eighteen Susie asks his father’s permission to go to Australia with
his boyfriend Andy. Susie says that Andy is looking for his root. Of course Ray
and his wife do not want Susie to go to Australia with Andy. Ray tries to
persuade his daughter not to go, to no avail. He argues although he knows he
can’t stop her. She is eighteen and Ray can’t stop her from going. Below is Ray’s
argument to prevent Susie from going to Australia with her boyfriend. Susie
already makes up her mind to go to Australia with her boyfriend.
“...I say, ‘Aint you got a home here?’ But I know that’s a poor start even as
I say it because all she has to say, if put to it, is ‘I’m eighteen and you
don’t own me.’ But she don’t say it, she just gave me the look of someone
who could say it. I say, ‘What about college?’ Which isn’t such a small
point, it’s not such a small point that Ray Johnson’s daughter is going to
college and means to be a teacher. The old man would have been proud.
She says, ‘There’s colleges in Australia, there’s teachers in Australia.’ She
looks at me as if she’s ready and waiting if I want to go further down this
line of argument. I say, ‘You don’t know nothing about Australia.’ She
says, ‘I’ll find out, won’t I? And Andy’ll show me.’ She winces because
she’s been trying not to mention his name.” (p. 55)
Ray does not agree with her daughter’s decision, but he gives her money for her
fare anyway. He gets the money from betting of course. Carol does not seem so
happy with Ray’s decision to let Susie go to Australia with her boyfriend. It turns
out that Carol is jealous. She is jealous with her own daughter. Her jealousy is
because she thinks that Susie has the freedom to do what she wants to do while
on the other hand Carol does not. Carol does not even have the freedom to chose
her own man, her father chooses for her. That is what makes her jealous.
Ray also shows that he is a caring man when he takes Amy to see her
mentally disabled daughter June. Ray knows that Amy and Jack have
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disagreement over their daughter. Jack always wants to forget about June but
Amy did not want to. How could she forget about her own flesh and blood
although June never knows that Amy is her mother. That is why Amy always
takes a bus alone to visit her daughter. Ray himself has been alone for a long time.
His daughter goes to Australia with her boyfriend and stops writing a letter to
him. His wife leaves him for another man not long after his daughter leaves. Ray
probably understands how Amy feels to be alone on a long bus ride, to have no
one to talk to during the ride and all for the sake of visiting her daughter. Ray
offers her a ride to visit June. His kindness for Amy is probably because he
respects Jack looking at how he will not be alive now if Jack does not save him
back when they still fight at the war.
“...I said, ‘Amy, I aint going nowhere this Thursday. I suppose the horse
can run without me. That’s a long old bus ride you have to do. Let me
drive you over to see June. Let me take you in the camper.’ So she said,
‘Alright, Ray.’ And I took her.” (p. 170)
It is only natural that Amy does not want to forget about June since she is her
daughter. Ray himself knows the feeling of losing a daughter. It makes him feel
miserable. The reason why he chooses Amy’s side by taking her to visit her
daughter is probably because he does not want Amy to feel what he feels. The
feeling when parents cannot see their daughter anymore, not even to communicate
through letter.
When Jack gets a heart attack and is hospitalized, Amy is very sad. She
probably feels guilty for betraying Jack by committing adultery with Ray. The
passage below is when Jack gets a heart attack and is hospitalized. Ray visits Jack
together with Amy, Vince and Mandy. While they are at the hospital Ray sees
Amy crying. Ray then asks Amy if she wants Ray to stay with her in the hospital.
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Ray is willing to stay the night at the hospital if Amy wishes so. His willingness
to stay the night in the hospital is the proof that he is a caring man. Ray probably
feels guilty too for stealing his best friend’s wife and the least he can do to make it
right is by taking care of Amy when Jack cannot do so. Ray and Amy never tell
Jack about their affair. They both keep it as a secret from Jack.
“...Then she started crying. I could hear the noise of people in outdoors.
I said, ‘Do you want – someone with you?’ She said, ‘It’s all right I’m
with Vince and Mandy. They’ll stay the night.’ I said, ‘I’ll be there first
thing tomorrow. Soon as they let in visitors.’.” (p. 99)
From the dialogue between Amy and Ray above, it can be seen how Ray worries
about Amy’s condition.
e. Patient
Six months after Susie goes to Australia with his boyfriend, Ray’s wife
also leaves him for another man. That happens when Ray shows that he is patient
enough to let his wife choose a man other than himself. Ray does not try to get his
wife back. He does not even ask her why. The relation between Ray and Carol is
severed after Ray lets Susie go to Australia with her boyfriend. It turns out that
Carol is jealous with her own daughter. She is jealous because Susie can do what
she wants to do while Carol cannot. Carol cannot even choose her own man. It is
his father’s decision that she marries to Ray. Ray also knows that carol is not
happy with his decision to let Susie go. Ray then tries to make things right for him
and Carol. He even stops the betting and learns to live without it. But all Ray’s
effort does not work. At the same year when Susie leaves, Carol’s father dies. The
death of her father sets her free. Now she is free to choose her own man and to
leave Ray. That makes thing even harder for Ray. First his daughter leaves and
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stops writing. Then his wife leaves him for another man although Ray himself
tries so hard to make things right for him and Carol.
“If I’d been another man I wouldn’t have just sat there with it getting dark,
but not bothering to put the lights on, as if, if I sat very still, I might fade
away altogether. Another man would’ve kicked in a cupboard or two or
swept every knick-knack off the mantelpiece with one swing of his arm.
Another man would’ve put on his coat and gone straight round to where
she was and bust open the door if needs be, then bust open his face.” (p.
100)
Ray knows that he is supposed to be angry but he does not. It must be hard
for him, his wife leaves him for another man after his daughter went to Australia
with her boyfriend and people will still call him “Lucky”. He lets his wife leave
him for another man just like he let Susie go to Australia with her boyfriend.
2.

The Description of Amy Dodds
Amy is Jack’s wife. From her marriage with Jack, she gets a mentally

disabled daughter named June. Their marriage is cracked right after the birth of
June. Jack wants Amy to forget about June and move on, but Amy does not want
to, or she cannot. Amy is too kind to do such a cruel thing like forgetting her own
flesh and blood although her daughter is mentally disabled. It is sad that Amy still
has the same risk of having a baby with the same condition as June. Amy meets
Jack in Kent. It is a hop picking. It is described in the novel that Amy is beautiful
but there is no explanation about the detail of Amy’s physical appearance. There
are two versions of Amy in the novel, the first one is young Amy and second one
is late forty years old Amy. Below is how Lenny describes how beautiful Amy is
and how lucky Jack is to have her as his wife.
“...You shouldn’t think of such things when you are an old man of sixtynine with no breath in your lungs and nothing but a penny whistle between
your legs, but I do, I am, like I’m free to, seeing as Jack’s in the bag. I’m
thinking of how she’d kiss and pet Sally and I’d be jealous of my own
daughter, and
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how I used to think Jack was the luckiest bastard alive.” (p. 209)
Lenny is actually jealous not only to his daughter but also to Jack. Ray also has
the same comment about Amy. Jack himself also admits that Amy is beautiful.
Amy and Jack have their honeymoon after June’s birth. They go to Margate and
spend their time together there. That is also the first time Jack directly says that
Amy is beautiful. The passage below is how Ray describes the late forty years old
Amy. According to Ray, Amy is still beautiful in her late forty. The first time Ray
knows about how Amy looks is when he is still in the army with Jack. That time
Jack shows Ray a photograph of Amy. When Ray looks at the photo of Amy he
directly calls Jack as a lucky man to have a beautiful wife like Amy.
“... She looked at me long and hard, soft and sharp at the same time, and
that was when I knew that she knew, or that she’d wondered all along.
That I’d just had this thing about her, always. In spite of Carol, in spite of
Sue, in spite of her being Jack’s anyway, in spite of her having lost her
looks by now. But there’s a beauty in that itself, I reckon, that’s a lovable
thing, fading beauty,
it depends on your attitude. And they aint all been lost.” (p. 170)
From the passage above it can be concluded that Amy is beautiful and there are
still some beauty left in her at her old age. Ray calls it as fading beauty, a beauty
that come with age.
a. Kind
When Jack and Ray still fight against Germans, two bombs were dropped
near Bermondsey. The first bomb dropped at Lenny’s house. The second bomb
dropped at the Pritchet’s house. Lenny is lucky that he and his wife still have
something left from their house although it is not much. However the Pritchets are
quite the opposite. There is nothing left from the house, not even the owner.
Everyone is dead except the newborn son. That lucky son is Vince, Vincent Ian
Pritchet is Vince full name before adopted by Amy Dodds. Amy has her own
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reason when she adopts Vince. That time Jack is still away fighting against
Germans and Amy wants to have another daughter. It is still impossible for Amy
to have another daughter when Jack is around. There is a chance that their next
daughter will be in the same condition as June. Regardless of her desire to have
another daughter, Amy still adopts Vince out of kindness. So she has a son instead
of a daughter that she always desires.
Amy is kind hearted. She takes Lenny and Joan’s daughter to the beach
with her and Jack. Amy and Jack have already adopted Vince that time. Lenny
and Joan are poor since all their belonging is destroyed by the bomb. Amy knows
that Sally, Lenny and Joan’s daughter, might want to go to the beach for vacation,
so she takes Sally with her.
“...Sunday outings in the meat van, as if I don’t remember. As if I don’t
remember them dropping our Sally of – half asleep she’d be sometimes –
and my Joan saying, ‘Won’t you come in for a cuppa?’ And Amy saying,
‘Best not, we’d better get Vince home to bed.’ As if I don’t remember the
sand between Sally’s toes and that toy bucket full of shells and bits of
seaweed and dead crabs, and the smell of seaside on her, in her hair, in her
clothes, and the
pint of calamine lotion Joan and I got through for her sunburn” (p. 40)
Having Vince is probably not enough for Amy. There is probably another reason
besides her kindness that she willingly takes Sally to the beach with her family.
The reason is that she still longs for another daughter.
b. Loving
Amy has a mentally disabled daughter named June. June is born
abnormally, and the process of giving birth to June is also life threatening for
Amy. The passage below is how Lenny describes June’s condition to his daughter.
“...How years ago when they first got married. Uncle Jack and Auntie
Amy, who weren’t her real aunt and uncle, off course, but she knew that,
had this little baby girl called June. But it wasn’t a proper baby, it wasn’t
born right, it had to be looked after special. It happens sometimes, not so
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often, hardly ever, but it happens. And Auntie Amy knew she couldn’t
have another baby, at
least not without running the same risk, so she wasn’t a happy woman.”
(p.42)
The fact that she cannot have a baby without running the same risk caused
desperation in her since she still wants to have a daughter at that time, but on the
other hand, she cannot have a baby without running the same risk again. That is
why she keeps visiting June all the time. Jack wants her to forget about June but
she does not want to. She keeps visiting June all the time. One thing that she
hopes from June is that one day June calls her “mom”. Her hope never comes
true. Her reason to keep visiting June probably is because she cannot have another
daughter without the risk that her newborn daughter will be like June but still she
risks her relation with Jack so that she can keep visiting June twice in a week. She
chooses June over Jack, she chooses her daughter instead of the man that she
loves. Amy keeps on doing her duty as a mother, loving her daughter. Regardless
of the condition of June, Amy keeps on loving her as if June is a normal girl. The
disagreement she has with Jack seems to add the burden that later she commits
adultery with Ray.
B. Ray Johnson’s motivation to commit adultery
Ray Johnson’s motivation to commit adultery can be classified into three.
The first one is the need to be loved. Ray’s need to be loved is not fulfilled after
Carol leaves him for another man. The second motive is the need to love. Ray has
a feeling for Amy. His feeling for Amy starts to develop after Jack shows Amy’s
photograph to Ray. The third motive is self esteem need. Ray wants to prove that
he is not inferior to Jack. The fact that Amy does not reject him is essential to
fulfil Ray’s esteem need.
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1. The need to be loved
Ray’s motivation to commit adultery is to fulfil the need to be loved.
According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (2009), the need to be loved belongs to
love and belongingness need. Based on Petri’s theory of motivation (2010), the
need to be loved is included into push motives. It is described in the novel that
Carol leaves him for another man and her daughter Susie goes to Australia with
her boyfriend. Practically Ray is alone. This condition makes his need to be loved
unfulfilled. The only things he has are his friends, the betting and Amy. The first
time Ray knows about Amy is the time when Jack shows him Amy’s photograph.
It happens when they are still in the army. Ray seems to have a feeling for Amy
since then, although there is no clear explanation other than the beauty of Amy.
Ray’s feeling for Amy can be concluded from the passage below.
“...Half the time there’s nothing a soldier wants more than sleep, I’d fish in
his breast pocket and take out that wallet. I must’ve looked like a thief
except I wasn’t taking nothing, and I’d pulled out that photo and I wish I
was him. There’s crazier thing that keep you sane, when you are lost in the
desert. Though if I’d been him and had her, I wouldn’t’ve had him to be
my shield and protector, to place himself between me and the bullets, and
so to speak.”
(p. 279)
It happens when Jack and Ray are still in the army. While Jack is sleeping,
Ray sneaks and takes Jack’s wallet just to have a look at Amy’s photograph. His
feeling towards Amy seems to be developing faster after Susie and Carol leave
him. Therefore it can be concluded that Carol’s absence which makes Ray’s need
to love unfulfilled is the push motive.
Carol is not happy with Ray’s decision in letting Susie goes to Australia
with her boyfriend. Carol is so sad after her daughter go to Australia. Her sadness
is caused by jealousy. She is jealous with her own daughter. Susie can choose and
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does what she wants but Carol cannot, Carol cannot even choose her own man. It
is her father’s decision that she marries Ray. The passage below happens when
Sue about to go to Australia with Andy.
“I put my arms around her. She’s still pretty trim for a woman of forty, I
can feel her ribs. If I was taller, she’d have tucked her head under my chin
and I’d’ve kissed her hair. It’s like she’s become another daughter. She
was always her daddy’s girl, Charlie’s girl. Married me for him. And
that’s when I realized that it wasn’t that she didn’t want Sue setting off for
a new life across the world. It was that she was jealous.” (p. 59)
Ray tries so hard to make a better life, to make Carol happy. Based on
Hurlock’s theory of character development (1974), Ray’s effort to make Carol
happy is included in changes in social pressure. Ray even gives up the betting and
tries to live without it. All he does is to make Carol happy, but all Ray’s effort
does not work, Carol still leave him for another man. Ray’s motivation to make
his wife happy has done nothing but disappoint him.
Ray has strong motivation to make Carol happy. All Ray’s efforts are not
prevail. Carol leaves Ray for another man. It happens after Carol’s father dies in
an accident. Her father’s death is probably the thing that sets her free, free to
choose her own man and free to leave Ray. In this case, based on Hurlock’s
theory of character development (1974) Ray is experiencing changes in significant
people. Carol says all her goodbyes through a receiver since she cannot tell Ray
directly. Losing his wife makes Ray depressed. All his effort to make Carol happy
is not enough to make her stay. Losing his daughter is depressing enough for him,
and now even his wife leaves him for another man. Ray knows all along that
Carol marries him because of her father, and when her father dies she probably
thinks that it is her chance to be free. She is free to choose her man and to leave
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Ray. Ray understands that she is with another man now. The change that Carol is
experiencing makes her leave Ray for another man.
“...But it didn’t work. Or maybe it might have worked if that December
her faher hadn’t died, sudden. Never rains but. Has a fall, out on a job,
cast-iron guttering, and cracks his head. Instant. Charlie Dixon, Scrap
Metal Merchant, Sites Cleared. It wasn’t like I had a feeling, it wasn’t like
I saw a sign but it wasn’t like it set her free either” (p. 100)
Losing his wife also affects Ray’s career. Further it will lead to his affair with
Amy Dodds. Ray still works as an insurance clerk after Carol and Sue leave. He
even gets a promotion for a higher position. All he has to do is waiting until the
annual review, but Ray refuses it. He is not interested in the promotion. Ray asks
his supervisor if it is possible to work for only three days a week for less payment.
His wish is granted and he can have less work for less payment. He can spend her
day offs to see a horse race and gambling without worrying that his income will
be insufficient since he is alone now.
“...But I wasn’t interested in promotion, I wasn’t interested in getting on in
insurance. I was interested in the opposite. I said ‘They could do me a
better turn than that. Less time for less pay, that’s what I’m interested in, I
don’t want no leg-up.’” (p. 169)
Ray has a good reason for rejecting the promotion. And his reason is that he is on
his own. Based on Hurlock’s theory of character development (1974), Ray is
experiencing changes in role. Ray has no more family after Sue and Carol left,
which means he only needs the money for himself. Besides, any shortfall in his
payment, the betting makes up for it. That is the time when Ray starts seeing Amy
regularly. Amy goes to see her mentally disabled daughter every Thursday and
Ray also does not go to the office on Thursday. Their relationship starts to
develop from there, since Ray needs to be loved.
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2. The need to love
On the other hand, Ray knows that Amy and Jack have a disagreement
over their mentally disabled daughter June. Ray knows that Amy and Jack are not
so happy since then. So Ray takes his chance. First he takes Amy to see June out
of his pity, but then as they keep seeing each other regularly his feeling toward
Amy develops. As it can be seen in the passage below, Ray always has a feeling
for Amy although he knows that it is wrong.
“... She looked at me long and hard, soft and sharp at the same time, and
that was when I knew that she knew, or that she’d wondered all along.
That I’d just had this thing about her, always. In spite of Carol, in spite of
Sue, in spite of her being Jack’s anyway, in spite of her having lost her
looks by now. But there’s a beauty in that itself, I reckon, that’s a lovable
thing, fading beauty,
it depends on your attitude. And they aint all been lost.” (p.221)
Ray thinks that his need to love can be fulfilled by loving Amy since Amy is still
beautiful in his eyes. Amy’s fading beauty is a lovable thing for Ray. Based on
Petri’s theory of motivation (2010) Amy’s fading beauty is included into pull
motive. According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (2009) the need to love
belongs to love and belongingness need. Seeing that Amy herself is not so happy
with Jack because of their disagreement over June, both Amy and Ray have the
same need unfulfilled.
Amy has a strong motivation not to leave June on her own. Although her
husband wants her to forget about June and by doing otherwise might separate her
from Jack. Amy’s bond with Jack started to crack since they have disagreement
over June. Jack does not want to be bothered by June’s presence so he never
thinks about June and tries to forget about her. But Amy as a mother cannot do the
same as what Jack does. She keeps on visiting June the whole year on her own.
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“But it was only after you arrived that I felt him tug away, tug and twist
and turn against me at the same time, as if it was all my fault now, my
problem , not his. There you are, you see, you look what happens. And it
would’ve been better all along, wouldn’t it, if we’d done what other
couples do when a hot night in a hop-field catches up with them?” (p.238)
Jack even says terrible things to Amy about how she visits June twice a
week the whole year. When Jack has the idea to retire from his job as a butcher
and to buy a small bungalow at Margate for him and Amy to live the rest of their
life there, Amy asks Jack about June. Jack wants Amy to give up the fool’s
errand. That is Jack’s thought on Amy’s ritual of visiting June twice a week. It
really hurts hearing that from her husband. Still Amy has a strong motivation to
keep visiting June instead of forgetting her.
Jack starts to change since they have a mentally disabled baby. Amy and
Jack have a disagreement about June. Jack wants to forget about June and he also
wish that Amy will do the same, but on the other hand Amy wants the baby.
Having disagreement over their mentally disabled daughter, the relationship
between Amy and Jack started to fall out. Based on Hurlock’s theory of character
development (1974) Amy is experiencing changes in significant people.
“But it was only after you arrived that I felt him tug away, tug and twist
and turn against me at the same time, as if it was all my fault now, my
problem , not his0” (p.153)
Responding to the change in Jack’s attitude, Amy does not try to forget June to
make Jack turn back to the old Jack who always loves her. She keeps on visiting
June instead of forgetting her. And Ray is the only person ever accompanying her
visiting June. Thus, both of them are together. They need to love each other and to
be loved.
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Self-esteem
Jack always underestimates Ray’s job as an insurance clerk. Jack says that

it is not how real men make their living. In Jack’s mind, butcher is manlier than an
insurance clerk. Jack also underestimates Ray because of his physical size. He
says that small men have less to carry and less targeted by the enemies when they
are at the battlefield.
“Jack would say, ‘Bunch of ghost, that’s what you are in that office,
Raysy. Bunch of bleeding zombies.’ He’d say, ‘You want to come up to
Smithfield some time and see how real men make a living.’ And
sometimes I did. In the early mornings, specially when it was falling apart
with me and Carol, when we weren’t even speaking.” (p. 26)
The way Jack mocking him makes Ray feel inferior as a man. In this case based
on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (2009) Ray’s lower esteem need is not fulfilled.
In order to fulfil the lower self esteem need Ray needs appreciation from other.
Ray tries to fulfil his esteem need by committing the adultery with Jack’s wife.
The fact that Amy does not reject Ray is essential to fulfil Ray’s esteem need. It
means that Ray is good enough for Amy, seeing that she chooses not to refuse
Ray.
“The rain was drumming on the roof. I thought, It can’t be helped, even if
it ain’t right. I thought, Amy chose June, she didn’t choose Jack, now I’ve
chosen Amy. They weren’t so faded. When the rain stopped we heard the
crowd cheering for the three ten, the big race, the strange noise of people
getting het-up over a bunch of horses.” (p. 175)
In this case, based on Petri’s theory of motivation (2010), Ray’s motive belongs to
push motive. Ray picks a job an insurance clerk because his father wants to. It is
not Ray’s own will. He does that because somebody else’s will. Thus, committing
adultery with Amy is the way for Ray to fulfil his lower esteem need that is the
need of appreciation from other. The fact that Amy accepts him makes him feel
appreciated.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS
As the title indicates, this chapter consists of two sections, namely
conclusions and suggestions. The conclusions restate the findings of the study,
namely the reason why Ray Johnson commits the adultery. The suggestions
section provides suggestions for future researchers of literary work and
suggestions for the use of the literary work, Swift’s Last Order, in an English
learning process.
A. Conclusions
This part will conclude the problem analyzed in chapter four. There are
two conclusions based on the problem formulations. The first one is how Ray
Johnson and Amy Dodds are characterized. The second one is what motivates Ray
Johnson to commit adultery.
Ray Johnson has five characteristics based on Murphy’s theory. The first
characteristic of Ray Johnson is smart. This characteristic can be concluded from
the way he calculates the strength of the horses before betting. Ray is also a kind
person. Ray helps Lenny to get the money he needs to pay the doctor when his
daughter gets pregnant and he wants to abort the baby. Ray also helps Vince picks
a horse so that he can buy his first used car. The last one is when Ray helps Jack
gets the money to pay his debt. Ray is a loyal son. Ray respects his father even
after his father dies. His father always wants him to have a job behind a desk
instead of following his step in scrap metal business. Ray works as an insurance
44
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clerk before his father dies, and he respects his father’s death by keep working as
an insurance clerk. Ray is a caring man. When his daughter plans to go to
Australia with her boyfriend, Ray disagrees with his daughter plan. But although
he disagrees he still gives her money for her fare. Ray also accompanies Amy
visiting her mentally disabled daughter when her husband refuses to accompany
her. Ray is also a patient man. Six month after his daughter leaves, his wife also
leaves him for another man. He knows that he should be angry but he does not. He
lets his wife leave with another man as he lets his daughter goes to Australia with
her boyfriend.
Second, Amy Dodds has two characteristics. Amy is a kind woman. She
takes Lenny and Joan’s daughter to the beach with her and Jack to the beach. She
knows that Lenny and Joan lose all their belonging because of the bomb and they
sure cannot afford to take their daughter to the beach. Amy is a caring mother.
She and Jack have a mentally disabled daughter. Jack wants her to forget about
their mentally disabled daughter. Amy does not do what Jack says and keeps
visiting her daughter twice a week although she knows that doing it might crack
her relationship with Jack.
Ray Johnson’s motivation to commit adultery can be classified into three.
The first one is the need to be loved. According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
(2009) the need to be loved belongs to love and belongingness need. Ray’s need
to be loved is not fulfilled after Carol leaves him for another man. Based on
Petri’s theory of motivation (2010) the need to be loved belongs to push motive.
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Carol’s marriage with Ray is not her own decision. It is her father’s decision. That
is why when her father dies she feels like she is finally free from her father’s will.
She can finally choose her own man and leaves Ray. Ray experiences three
developments related to the first motive that leads to his affair with Amy. They
are changes in role, changes in social pressure and changes in significant people.
The change in significant people occurs when Carol’s father dies. That incident
sets Carol free from his father will which is to marry Ray, while the change of
role that occurs to Ray is from the role of father and husband to a single man. The
change in social pressure occurs to Ray when he tries to make a better life for him
and Carol. The second motive is the need to love. According to Maslow’s
hierarchy of need (2009) the need to love belongs to love and belongingness need.
Ray has a feeling for Amy, his feeling for Amy starts to develop after Jack shows
Amy’s photograph to Ray. According to Ray, Amy’s fading beauty is a lovable
thing. Based on Petri’s theory of motivation (2010) Amy’s fading beauty is the
pull motive that motivates Ray to commit the adultery. The third motive is self
esteem need. Ray wants to prove that he is not inferior to Jack. Based on Petri’s
theory of motivation (2010) the need for self esteem belongs to pull motive. The
fact that Amy does not reject him is essential to fulfill Ray’s esteem need.
According to Maslow’s hierarchy of need (2009) the need for self-esteem belongs
to esteem need.
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B. Implications
Motivation as a basis of human action has several implications on teacher’s
self. Based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (2009) there must be some reasons that
motivate a person to choose to become a teacher. These motivations of course will
affect his attitude as a teacher. One might be motivated by simple physiological needs
that are impossible to fulfill without money. One might also be motivated by higher
form of self esteem need. One who is motivated by physiological needs might only
treat his profession as a means to earn money. On the other hand, one who is
motivated by higher form of self esteem need might consider his career and
profession as a teacher as an accomplishment. A teacher who is motivated by higher
form of self-esteem will show more passion in his teaching since teaching for him is
more than just a means to earn his living. Therefore, it is important to keep a teacher
motivated with higher form of self-esteem needs instead of physiological needs for
the sake of the students and the quality of the teaching and learning activity.
C. Suggestions
This section consists of two parts. The first part is suggestion for future
researchers related to Swift’s Last Order. The second part is a suggestion for a
teaching-learning activity using this book.
1. Suggestions for Future Researchers
Last Order successfully pictured the condition of England after the Second
World War. Swift also successfully pictured the tradition of continuing a father’s job
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in England. Jack follows his father’s step as a butcher and Vic follows his father’s job
as a funeral director.
In this study, the analysis is limited to what motivates Ray to commit adultery.
Future researchers might conduct a research on the ex-soldiers life in England after
the end of the Second World War. Future researchers may also analyze the
characteristics of Vic Tucker who is a funeral director.
2. Suggestions for Teachers
This section will suggest the use of Graham Swift’s Last Order in teaching
and learning English. Reading literary work may help student improve their English
related skills. The other benefit from reading literary work is that the reader will gain
knowledge about the culture related to English.
The suggested material will focus on student’s comprehension about the story
of the novel. There will be group discussion where students may share their
knowledge with the other student in the group. A set of questions will also be
provided to measure the student’s understanding of the story. Below are the
procedures of the teaching and learning activity.
1. Teacher provides some keywords and asks them what they know about
those keywords.
2. Teacher distributes the reading material to the students.
3. Teacher asks the students to read the material.
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4. Teacher divides the students into groups.
5. Teacher distributes a set of questions to the groups.
6. Teacher asks the students to list any unfamiliar words they found.
7. Teacher asks the students to discuss and share their knowledge with the
other students in the group.
8. Teacher asks the students to mention the unfamiliar words and helps the
students find the meaning of those words.
9. Teacher asks the students to answer the question.
10. Teacher and students discuss the answer of the questions.
11. Teacher asks the students to mention the moral value that they learn from
the material.
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Appendix A
SUMMARY OF LAST ORDER

The story begins with a group of friends mourning their friend’s death at
a pub. There is only Ray Johnson and Lenny Tate at first. Ray is divorced and a
successful gambler, who had been called as "lucky" by Jack. Lenny was the
owner of a vegetable and fruits shop nearby. Then Victor Tucker came, Vic was
the undertaker, he shows up with Jack's ashes in a box. The last one to come
was Jack's son Vince, he arrives in a Mercedes. The guys pile in and head out
for Margate.
On the way to Margate, they memorize their interaction with Jack and
with each other. Ray has fought alongside Jack and saved his life couple of
times. Ray had a wife named Carol who left him for another man. He also had a
daughter who also left him. Vince was not Jack’s flesh and blood, he was
adopted after his parents killed by a bomb during the London blitz. Vince had a
relationship with Lenny’s daughter and he impregnates her. Vic was an
undertaker whose shop was near Jack’s meat shop.
Ray’s marriage with Carol is not going so smooth since Ray’s heart
wasn’t for Carol in the first place. It was for Carol’s older sister Daisy. Unlike
Ray, Carol never wanted a daughter, but they have one anyway. Her name is
Susie. At the age of 18 Susie leaves her parents to go to Australia with her
boyfriend Andy. Carol also leaves him for another man.
Ray has an affair with Jack’s wife, Amy. It begins from his sympathy for
Amy and her daughter. Jack and Amy had a mentally disabled daughter, named
June. Jack has never acknowledged June’s existence and that was the thing that
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makes Amy emotionally detached from her husband. Unlike Jack, Amy visits
her twice a week. Ray knew that Jack refused to visit his daughter, June, in the
institution and started giving Amy a ride in his camper van. This soon turned
into a short lasting affair that no one else knew of except Vic. Vic had just
happened to be at the institution to pick up a body. He saw Ray with Amy and
assumed correctly what was going on. He stuck with his instincts as an
undertaker, which meant he kept quiet about the affair.

Adapted from: http://www.postcolonialweb.org/uk/gswift/lastorders/hhb3.html
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Appendix B
THE BIOGRAPHY OF GRAHAM SWIFT
Novelist Graham Swift was born in London in 1949. He was educated at
Dulwich College, Queens' College, Cambridge, and York University. He was
nominated as one of the 20 'Best of Young British Novelists' in the Book
Marketing Council's promotion in 1983.
He is the author of several novels. The first, The Sweet Shop Owner
(1980), is narrated by disillusioned shopkeeper Willy Chapman, and unfolds
over the course of a single day in June. The narrator of his second
novel, Shuttlecock (1981), winner of the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize,
becomes obsessed with his father's experiences during the Second World War.
Waterland, his acclaimed third novel, was published in 1983. Narrated
by history teacher Tom Crick, it describes his youth spent in the Norfolk fens
during the Second World War. These personal memories are woven into a
greater history of the area, slowly revealing the seeds of a family legacy that
threatens his marriage. The book won the Guardian Fiction Prize and the
Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize. It was followed by Out of this World (1988),
the story of a photojournalist and his estranged daughter, and Ever After (1992),
in which a university professor makes a traumatic discovery about his career.
Swift's sixth novel, Last Orders (1996), which won the Booker Prize for
Fiction and the James Tait Black Memorial Prize (for fiction), recounts a
journey begun in a pub in London's East End by four friends intent on fulfilling
a promise to scatter the ashes of their dead drinking-partner in the sea. A film
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adaptation of the novel starring Michael Caine and Bob Hoskins was first
screened in 2001. His novel, The Light of Day (2003), is the story of a murder, a
love

affair

a nd

a

disgraced

detective. Tomorrow (2007),

explores

former

policeman

complex

themes

turned
of

private

parenthood,

coupledom and identity via the personal thoughts and memories of the
protagonist, Paula, as she lies awake one night in bed. His latest novel is Wish
You Were Here (2011). His first non-fiction book is Making an Elephant:
Writing from Within (2009). Graham Swift is a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Literature. He lives in London.
Adapted from: http://literature.britishcouncil.org/graham-swift
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Appendix C
LESSON PLAN
A. Course Identity
1. Subject

: English (Basic Reading II)

2. Topic

: Reading literary text

3. Level

: 2nd semester students of English

Education

Study

Program
4. Time Allocation

: 2 x 50 minutes

B. Competency Standard and Basic Competencies
1. Competency Standard
Understanding a narrative passage taken from a novel
2. Basic Competencies:
a. At the end of the course, the students are able to improve their reading skill
b. At the end of the course, the students are able to understand and comprehend the
reading passage
3. Indicator:
a. At the end of the course, the students are able to answer questions based on the
passage.
b. At the end of the course, the students are able to define the meaning of the
unfamiliar words from the reading passage.
C. Main Material
A chapter of novel taken from Swift’s Last orders
D. Learning Activities
1. Pre-activities (10 minutes)
a. Set induction
b. Teacher introduces the topic
2. Whilst activities (80 minutes)
a. Teacher distributes the handout and asks the students to read the handout.
b. Teacher asks the students to answer the questions.
c. Teacher divides the students in group of four.
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d. Teacher asks the students to discuss their works in group.
e. Teacher asks the students to present their answer for the whole class.
f. Teacher gives feedback for the group performance.
3. Post- activities (10 minutes)
a. Teacher asks the students to make reflection about what they have learnt.
b. Set closure
E. Evaluation
Evaluation will be based on exercise provided.
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Appendix D
Teaching Materials
A. Pre-reading questions
1.

In your opinion, what is a devoted mother?

2.

What would a devoted mother do for her son/daughter?

B. Answer the questions below.
1.

Why does Ray refuse the promotion?

2.

How does Ray feel towards Amy?

3.

How does Ray feel towards June?

4.

How is the relation between Amy and her husband?

5.

In your opinion, why does Ray take Amy to see June?

C. Define the meaning of the words below.
1.

Clockwork

2.

Increment

3.

Canny

4.

Nag

5.

Riddle

6.

Mooch

7.

Swollen

8.

Slobbery

9.

Suspension

10. Curtain
D. Write sentences using the words below
1.

Clockwork

2.

Increment

3.

Canny

4.

Nag

5.

Riddle

6.

Mooch

7.

Swollen
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8.

Slobbery

9.

Suspension

10. Curtain
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Appendix E
READING TEXT
Instruction: Read the text bellow and use the words from part C to fill in
the blanks.
RAY
She would go and see June twice a week. Mondays and Thursday,
regular as _________ like she still does. And this was when I swung it so I only
worked three days at the office, Mondays to Wednesdays, two days less for only
a quarter less pay, taking into account my _________. Hennessy said, ‘You’re
up for promotion, take It from me,’ putting a finger to his lips, ‘All you have to
do is be a good boy till your annual review.’ He was taking pity on me, I think,
on account of Carol, and had put in a word, reminded them I was still working
at the place. He said, ‘About time too, Ray, if you ask me. How old are you
these days?’I said, ‘Forty-five.’ But I wasn’t interested in promotion, I wasn’t
interested in getting on in insurance. I was interested in the opposite. I said,
‘they could do me a better turn than that. Less time for less pay, that’s what I’m
interested in, I don’t want no leg-up.’
It stood to reason, with only me to consider. And a camper-van.
Besides, I was getting lucky, I was getting _________, I was starting to
live up to my name. The gee-gees were doing me favours, if no one else was.
And why shouldn’t a man who’s all on his own, with no one to fend for
but himself, arrange his life to suit his own hankering? Mondays to Wednesdays
at the office, Thursdays to Saturdays at the races or on the open road.
It’s just the gypsy in my . . .
And any shortfall in my pay-cheque the horses made up, more or less,
sometimes with extra on top. It’s the same business, after all, the chance
business. Insurance, gambling.
Hennessy said, ‘ And by the way, what do you fancy for Goodwood?’
So Amy would go and see June on Thursdays and I would be chasing off
all over the country, following the _________. And for a long time I thought
about it before I said it, for a long time I chewed it over, then one day I plucked
up and I said it. I said, ‘Amy, I ain’t going nowhere this Thursday. I suppose the
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horses can run without me. That’s a long old bus ride you have to do. Let me
drive you over to see June. Let me take you in the camper.’ So she said, ‘All
right, Ray,’ and I took her.
And it was either the second or the third time I took her, either the
second or the third Thursday, that I said, ‘I met you same time as I met jack, did
you know that?’ she looked at me, puzzled, and she said, ‘What, in the desert?’ I
said, ‘Yep, in the desert. Egypt.’ She sort of frowned and laughed at me at the
same time. So I said, ‘I saw your photo,’ and when I said it my voice wasn’t like
I meant it to be, like I was just playing a game, answering a _________, it came
out different, it came out sort of like the truth. I ain’t ever been a dab hand with
women.
She looked at me, long and hard, soft and sharp at the same time, and
that was when I knew that she knew, or that she’d wondered all along. That I’d
just had this thing about her, always. In spite of Carol, in spite of Sue, in spite of
her being Jack’s anyway, in spite of her having lost her looks by now. But
there’s a beauty in that itself, I reckon, that’s a lovable thing, fading beauty, it
depends on your attitude. And they aint all been lost. In spite of her and Jack
getting stuck in their ways as if they’d put in a mould long ago and come out
and gone solid. But I suppose we all do that. We all need something to stir us
up.
I’d had this thing about her always.
And I’d say it worked in my favour that Sue and then Carol did a flit,
one after the other, because I reckon she took pity on me. Not Hennessy’s kind
of pity. Maybe she’d always taken pity on me, and if all it ever was was pity, I
suppose I wasn’t going to complain.
It was a long way over to that place. She’d get 188 to the Elephant, then
a 44, and sometimes she’d have to change again in Tooting. It wasn’t so farm
from Epsom. So even by the route I took, the route I already knew, there was
plenty of time to talk. But we used to hang around afterwards anyway and just
sit in the camper or on one of the benches in the grounds if the weather let us.
She said Jack had never seen June, or only once, only that first time. He’d never
gone to see her in the Home. I’d never known that for certain, though I had my
guesses. I then a time once or he had his own arrangement still, his own private
arrangement, he just don’t like to talk about it. But he never went. That was
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jack’s failing plain and simple, she said, that he didn’t want to know his own
daughter. And her failing, she could see it, s he could tell me, was just the
opposite, that she’d kept on coming, two times a week all these years, and it
made no difference, but she couldn’t stop now, a mother was a mother. And if
he’d only come himself just now and then, just once in a while, it might have
balanced things out, she might have spared some of her visits for some of his,
and they wouldn’t have become the people they’d become, pulling opposite
ways on the same rope. But it was too late now.
She said she chose between him and her. It was a simple fact. She
couldn’t help it. She knew it and he knew it.
I said that was a hard choice, or I tried to say it, because choosing my
words wasn’t so easy either: to pick the one who didn’t know who she was and
maybe never would, not the one who was sound and whole and she’d been
married to anyway for nearly thirty years. And she looked at me, slow and
careful, as if it wasn’t my turn to speak, and I’d thought I’d torn it.
She said, ‘You think Jack knows who he is?’
I said, ‘Never met anyone more sure about it.’
Then she smiled, she laughed under her breath, ‘He’s not such a big
man, you know, when it comes to certain things. He aint such a big man at all.’
I said, ‘He got me through, in the desert.’ But I didn’t say, like I half
wanted, like I was half going to, ‘And so did you.’
When she went in to visit I used to stay put in the car park, or I’d
_________ around the grounds. There were lawns and paths and some of the
inmates would be shuffling about. They didn’t look so different. Like you could
get mistook.
When I watched her walking across the car park and in through the
entrance I used to think, she looks about as on her own as I am, and I’d start to
ache. But it never occurred to me, not at first, that maybe it would clinch it if I
went in to see June too, if I did what Jack hadn’t ever. And maybe that’s what
she was wishing me to do all along. I thought I was holding back because it was
only right because it wasn’t my place, I was only there to drive her. Or else I
was just plain scared. But on the third or the fourth Thursday I said to her, ‘Can
I come too?’ And she said, ‘Course you can, Ray.’
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I don’t know what you say about some things, some sights. I don’t’
know what you say about a woman still in her twenties with a body that was just
like any other woman’s, soft and curved, and if it was dressed up better and you
could blot out the rest, you might even say it was lovely, but with a _________ ,
_________ head that only a mother could ever love. I don’t know what you say
about a woman who’s twenty-seven years old and whose name is June but she
don’t know it because she hasn’t even got the brains of a child of two. I suppose
you should say that life’s not ever so unfair that there’s not a worse unfairness
than yours, and that you can’t ever get so stuck in your ways that there aren’t
worse ways of being stuck, like from the word go and for always.
But one thing I learnt sitting there that Thursday afternoon, not saying
nothing, just sitting there, just like June herself, with that nurse eyeing us,
wondering where I’d sprung from, was that Amy hadn’t been going there twice
a week for twenty-two years because it was some duty she just had to go
through, a habit she’d just settled into, like she said. She’d kept going there
because she’d kept hoping that one day June might recognize her, one day June
might speak. You could tell that just by looking, by looking at Amy. And you
could tell just by looking at June that it wasn’t ever going to happen and that it
was al wrong. It was as wrong that Amy had been coming here all them years as
it was wrong that June had been born like she was in the first place, as wrong as
there should be a mother of forty six who still had her faded looks while her
daughter aint never had any. But two wrongs don’t make a right.
So I thought, I’ve made the first move, there’s another move I should
make now.
We sat on the bench, watching the pigeons. We didn’t have to go
straight back. It took half the time in the camper it would take her on the bus. I
didn’t know what to say about June, I didn’t know what you should say, but I
felt like saying some crazy things that didn’t have nothing to do with June. I
reckon Amy was all sort of fragile on account of having seen June for the first
time with a stranger. Friend. I reckon one way or the other she needed a hug. I
felt she was leaning on the little slice of air I left between us, like she should’ve
been leaning direct against me, and I felt my pecker starting to grow like it
hadn’t ever much since Carol left. I wonder if women can tell.
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But what I said was, ‘Have you heard from Vincey at all? I hear they’re
going to ship ‘em all back home.’
But next time I picked her up I had all the words all ready and the
opportunity all crying to be taken. It was a bright, breezy day in April. It was
like this day, with Jack’s ashes. I felt, life can change, it can, even when you
think it can’t anymore. All the same it took me all the way to Clapham before I
said it. The sun was flickering through the trees on Clapham Common. I said,
‘We aint going to the Home today, Amy, we aint going to see June,’ somehow I
knew she wouldn’t argue. I said, ‘I’ve got a picnic all ready in the back there.
Sandwiches, thermos.’ It was the spring meeting at Epsom. I said, ‘You fancy a
day at the races?’
But we didn’t see so much of the races. It must’ve been the first time I’d
been to a racecourse without taking a proper punt. I parked up on the Downs
and we wandered down to the track in time for the two o’clock. We did a bet
with each other, like a couple of amateurs. Her horse against mine, a quid says,
and I made sure she won. Conquistador, seven to two. I could have put fifty on
it and come home flush. But the weather was changing and before the next race
it came on to rain, like you might have said it was timed special. Sometimes
luck just runs. So I said, ‘Picnic time,’ and we hurried back to the camper. I
suppose two people know when something’s going to happen, even when
they’re not so sure it ought to and they don’t know how they’re going to bring it
about and they’re as afraid of it as wanting it. But they know if it’s ever going to
happen, no’s the time. There were curtains you draw across the windows in that
camper, blue and white check, so no one would know. Except by the rocking of
the _________. But I don’t suppose there was much of that. I said, pulling the
_________, ‘Just like home, eh? Home from home.’ The rain was drumming on
the roof. I thought, it can’t be helped, even if it aint right. I thought, Amy chose
June, she Jack, now I’ve chosen Amy. They weren’t so faded. When the rain
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stopped we heard the crowd cheering for the three ten, the big race, strange
noise of people getting het-up over a bunch of horses. And afterwards that
became our regular spot, Epsom Downs, every Thursday, for fourteen weeks,
racing or no racing. Till Vince showed up, then Mandy.

